Introduction
One year ago Raymond F. Person, Jr. published the first monograph on Jonah 5 what you believe to be false, do not make unsubstantiated claims; (3) be relevant; (4) manner: avoid obscurity and ambiguity, be brief, and be orderly (p. 100). A further theory, The Given-New Contract, suggests that cooperative conversation requires attention by the speaker to the status of information vis-a-vis the hearer (pp. 101-2). Some knowledge is shared by both speaker and hearer (that which is Given) and need not be specified explicitly; that which is New to the hearer must be specified explicitly. A speaker, then, who wishes to communicate with a hearer must determine what can be assumed or shared knowledge (the Given) and that which must be communicated expressly to the hearer (the New).
Person's explanation of these three theories is clear and informed, a rarity in our discipline where biblicists often cite linguistic theories without understanding them. Two quibbles. Although Conversation Analysts argue that preferred responses often have certain structural linguistic correlations (e.g., preferred responses tend to be short and straightforward, dispreferred responses tend to be long and complex), it is potentially misleading to insist that preference organization refers to linguistic structures.. 5 Because the adjacency pair is not a linguistic structure, the specific linguistic structures employed 6 within adjacency pairs do not relate directly (and indeed, cannot relate directly) to preferential structure. This is abundantly evident in the following two examples of adjacency pairs:
1.a. Can you read music?
1.b. Yes. [preferred]
1.b'. Uh, yeah. Well, actually, kind of. [dispreferred] In this adjacency pair, the first speaker elicits information concerning the second speaker's musical abilities, and the response of the second speaker in (b) is preferred in that it provides the elicited information. To this we can compare a completely analogous adjacency pair with the same linguistic structure, but different pragmatics:
2.a. Can you tell me the time?
2.b. Yes. [dispreferred]
2.b'. Uh, yeah. Well, let's see. It's, uh, 10:30. [preferred] 7
The response in (2b) is undoubtedly a dispreferred response; the first speaker does not elicit information concerning the second individual's timetelling abilities, but wants the individual to convey what the time is. Note, however, that the dispreferred response in (2b) is linguistically identical to the preferred response in (1b); conversely, the preferred response in (2b') is linguistically identical to the dispreferred response in (1b').
The examples in (1) and (2) illustrate that linguistic structure is not at work in the preferential organization of adjacency pairs; rather, pragmatics and social convention determine whether or not a second is preferred or dispreferred.
One other point concerning terminology. Person describes characters who produce preferred parts as having "an excellent control of language in their predisposition to participate in adjacency pairs with preferred seconds". 6 This sentence is potentially misleading, in that the production of preferred seconds has nothing to do with the speaker's "linguistic competence" or "excellent control" of language, but rather with a speaker's interactive or social skills. Certainly, speakers may produce preferred or dispreferred seconds regardless of whether their rhetoric is eloquent or clumsy; 8 conversely, both grammatically felicitous and grammatically ill-formed utterances may count as preferred or dispreferred seconds.
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More problematic is Person's reliance upon English for many of the guiding presuppositions concerning adjacency pairs and preference organization. In English, a dispreferred second part is generally more elaborate and complex as in (3) Hebrew, direct speech may take one of three forms depending upon the syntactic construction used to introduce the quotation; indirect speech may appear in one of four forms, depending upon the degree to which the quotation is an independent clause (introduced with ky or zero), a dependent infinitival clause, a nominal phrase, or only the speech event is mentioned. In Jonah, direct speech introduced with a single verb appears 12 times; the verb is invariably )mr. In this respect, Jonah patterns like much of biblical narrative. Direct speech introduced with two speech verbs appears five times, usually representing either a prayer/cry to YHWH or a pronouncement to Nineveh. Direct speech introduced with l)mr appears three times twice in the common prophetic formula wyhy dbr-yhwh )l-ywnh bn-)mty l)mr. In one occasion (3:7), multiple speech verbs and l)mr appear together to introduce speech; this construction is relatively rare in biblical narrative. 17 It is used here to emphasize both the phatic nature of the speech event and its non-prototypically dialogic nature as being produced iteratively, undoubtedly by individuals other than the those who were at its source (the king and his nobles). Indirect 16 speech with an infinitival clause appears once (4:8 wy$lx )t-np$w lmt `he asked his soul to die'); 18 this is the only instance of indirect speech that Person recognizes. Somewhat more frequently (seven times) a form of indirect speech appears as diegetic summary (in which only the speech event is mentioned) (e.g., 1:5 wyz(qw )y$ )l-)lhyw `Each man cried out to his god'). Precisely what was said is left unspecified. In one instance, however, the content of the speech may be retrieved from the following narrative (e.g., 2:11 wy)mr yhwh ldg wyq) )t-ywnh )l-hyb$h `YHWH spoke to the fish [indirect speech as diegetic summary] and it vomited Jonah onto the dry land'). 19 On p. 41 n. 34, read ")mr `said'" in place of "dbr `spoke'" in the discussion of this verse.
narrator and is not represented as speech. 20 Another interesting example appears in 3:6:
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In 2:1, 4:6, and 4:7, the first parts of each adjacency pair (11a, 12a, 13a) have the verb mnh `to appoint', understood by Person as a speech verb. Note, however, the differing relationship of the reported consequences in the second part to the first, according to Person's analysis. In 2:1, the first part (11a) is analyzed as a request YHWH appoints a fish to swallow Jonah. The second part (11b) describes not the response of the fish to YHWH's request, but the affect of the fish's response upon Jonah. Properly speaking, the response to the first part the fish swallowing Jonah is only implied. In 4:6, the response of the qiqayon plant to YHWH's appointing should be understood as (12b), not (12c) as suggested by Person. Jonah's emotional response to the plant's action as described in (12c) is a response to the second part (12b), but should not itself be described as the second part. In 4:7, however, the second part in (13b) as analyzed by
Person is in fact the response of the worm to YHWH's request in (13a). The problem with these examples is that there is no clear criterion by which to decide when non-speech actions "function as" or "count as" a rejoinder to a first part which represents speech. I suggest that a second part depicting "reported consequences" properly occurs only when the addressee of the first part is depicted as engaged in actions which respond to the first 20 part's speech event (as in 13a-b); that is, the "participants" of both halves of an adjacency pair should be identical. In extending the present analysis to a wider corpus, there are three ways in which the description could be improved. First, one of the major criticisms of Conversation Analysis is that the categorization of adjacency pairs tends to be intuitive, a kind of "folk metalinguistic." Person's categorization of first parts into five types (request, offer, assessment, question, blame) will almost certainly need to be expanded to reflect a more comprehensive set of metaterms. Such a categorization could also benefit from a correlation of the type of speech event to the metapragmatic (or speech) verb which introduces the quotation; for example, those instances in which a command is introduced with cwh (`to command'). Second, many (if not most) utterances play more than one pragmatic role within a dialogue, as Person himself recognizes. 28 The question of multiple functions for adjacency pairs is a critical theoretical problem with which Conversational Analysis must grapple. And, finally, it is important to note that speech may be represented in biblical narrative when it is not part of a conversation and thus stands outside of the structure of an adjacency pair. A prime example is the Second, in a section on reading the Jonah narrative, eleven presuppositions are stated that indicate the knowledge an implied reader has of the Jonah narrative. I know of no other scholar who has delineated these presuppositions, and it seems to me that such an identification is an important first step for interpretation. These presuppositions of the narrative are as follows:
"1. The Hebrew text can be understood by both its author and its actual readers.
2. Nineveh is the capital of Israel's enemies, the Assyrians.
3. Israel's enemies, including the Ninevites, are considered to be the Lord's e n e m i e s .
Nineveh is east of Israel.
5. Tarshish is west of Israel.
6. The sea is a place of chaos.
7. The Lord's chosen people, the Israelites, are considered to be more righteous t h a n p a g a n s , l i k e t h e s a ilors and the Ninevites.
8. Sackcloth, ashes, and fasting are signs of repentance.
9. When delivered from peril, one utters a prayer of thanksgiving to the Lord. Craig raises the question of whether or not this is "unreliable narration." To some degree, all narration is unreliable--that is, narration *never* reproduces exactly what occurred in the narrative world; rather, dialogue is constructed according to the narrator's perspective. But the Jonah narrator tends to be even more manipulative of readers in his omission of and representation of dialogue. Craig asks, "why would the narrator, in a book so ideologically charged, narrate unreliably?" Because the narrator presents his ideology through a satirical portrayal of Jonah. Even though the Jonah narrator is more manipulative of readers than other biblical narrators, clues are nevertheless planted in the
